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Once upon a time there was a HARMONIC OMNIARCH [+CHOIRMAN], a man of a THOUSAND
HANDOUTS who MONISHED HEDONISM and used his CHARISMA to reform ARCHAISM
[+MACHAIRS]. FAMELESS in a SELFSAME manner, the memory of his COOLNESS still
CONSOLES all those ENAMORED of the DEMEANOR of this CITEABLE CELIBATE – he could
share INTIMACY without MINACITY [+IMITANCY]. Why, even as a TEENAGER he could
GENERATE [+RENEGATE] REVOLUTE TRUELOVE of IDEALISM with MILADIES. While he
never CANVASED ADVANCES towards his PRINCESS (who CRISPENS our lives to this day and
still SAUNTERS in a state of ANESTRUS), he was UNSEEING of INGENUES and never touched a
BORDELLO DOORBELL nor even stroked a SOUTACHE in a CATHOUSE. He supported a
PHASEOUT of every TAPHOUSE, while he LESSENED NEEDLESS [+SELDSEEN] taxes (which
he could MONETIZE in any ZONETIME) and REFUNDED them to the UNDERFED (for whom
he often served POTTAGES at his GATEPOST). He alone used TORCHIER RHETORIC to speak
out against the SIMPERER PREMIERS [+REPRIMES] and BONELESS NOBLESSE, whose king,
being HEIRLESS, still RELISHES BAMBINOS of NABOBISM. Our hero’s followers were
OVERAWED as he REAVOWED his CENTROID DOCTRINE, since with every PRELATIC
PARTICLE of his being he worked to DISABUSE the SUBIDEAS that had falsely ruled his people.
To this end, the great leader founded a church, a NEOTERIC ERECTION and HATCHERY of
THEARCHY which even to this day RADIATES DATARIES [+AIRDATES] and CAESURIC
CURACIES. He INSISTED on TIDINESS [+SNIDIEST] as well as TRIMNESS in his MINSTERS
[+ENTRISMS], and would often RENOVATE his OVERNEAT cathedral. He hired a SOLITARY
ROYALIST, TURBANED in a BREADNUT wreath, to fill his INSECURE SINECURE. This man
was a STOLONIC COLONIST (and therefore a devoted GARDENER) who GARNERED
[+DERANGER] flowers in SPORULAR PARLOURS, and used a PETALINE TAPELINE to
POLARISE PELORIAS, facilitate the TEARDOWN of the DANEWORT [+DOWNRATE] (the
FERNIEST INFESTER ever) and uproot the TEABERRY (a BETRAYER to the garden) and
ARROGANT TARRAGON which grew like weeds. He carefully RESHAPED EPHEDRAS, which he
PARCELED and REPLACED with a RELOANED OLEANDER and a few LEADLESS
ALLSEEDS. These were planted with EMPHASIS so as not to MISSHAPE [+PHAEISMS] the
SATIABLE LABIATES [+BALISTAE] and STATICAL CATTAILS, which still catch the CLEAREST
TREACLES [+SCELERAT] and DEBASING BEADINGS of BRISTLED DRIBLETS, so helping
with GARDENIA DRAINAGE [+AREADING]. The TWANGIER WATERING OUTLEAPS the
PETALOUS IDLENESS of the LINSEEDS and ensures that the FROSTIER ROTIFERS (cold from
the icy POGONIPS on the OPPOSING side) are ADSORBED in ROADBEDS. To this day, during
hours of visitation, one can COADMIRE the RACEMOID arrangements of SUPINATE PETUNIAS
and enjoy the fragrance of a REGIONAL GERANIOL, which BESTEADS the BASSETED but
ISOLABLE LOBELIAS.

One day, there STROLLED by what seemed to be the DROLLEST band of SULTANIC LUNATICS
(who usually TRAIPSED in the RAPIDEST [+DIPTERAS +DRAPIEST +SPIRATED +TARSIPED]
fashion, but only when they would TRESPASS in the SPARSEST areas), HUSTLING in the
SUNLIGHT by HEISTING NIGHTIES [+THINGIES] and selling them as SLIPCASE SPECIALS,
and pushing RAWHIDES, DISHWARE (made from MAHOGANY stolen from a HOGMANAY),
and SEAWATER TEAWARES, apparently an even ANTIQUER, QUAINTER and AUSTERER
TREASURE. However, their leader was an INSISTER of truly SINISTER deeds – a PARTISAN
ASPIRANT [+SPARTINA] for only the SLIMIEST ELITISMS [+SMILIEST] of ESOTERIC
COTERIES – who INDULGED in DELUDING [+UNGILDED] all who showed their trust. He used
the confusion to set up TORPEDOS aimed at the DOORSTEP of the HARMONIC OMNIARCH
[+CHOIRMAN], who then had no choice but to save his people by submitting to his own capture…
The METERING REGIMENT of CRUSTIER RECRUITS, whose job it was to protect our hero, got
the CRUELEST LECTURES and HARSHEST THRASHES from the LIMITARY MILITARY of the
STEAMIER EMIRATES [+EMERITAS +REAMIEST]. A STUBBIER SUBTRIBE of SECTORAL
LOCATERS [+CROTALES] now had to REASSUME MEASURES to search in the underground river
nearby, which they had STREAMED but never MASTERED [+DESTREAM]. It was CANALLED
with CALENDAL infrequency, yet over ENNEADIC DECENNIA the river bottom had become filled
with boats (which BOWHEADS would BESHADOW), HARBORED in this ABHORRED place by a
BASALTIC CABALIST. With ne’er a BERTHING to BRIGHTEN their exile it had become an
ENTOMBED BODEMENT, DEADLIER for those DERAILED [+REDIALED] and STRANDED
at the DARNDEST of times.
To speed up the rescue, BIMENSAL BAILSMEN helped an adept BEDMAKER as he EMBARKED
on a project to ASSEMBLE a BEAMLESS BIFORATE FIREBOAT. However, a DOVETAIL joint
was VIOLATED by a RUSTABLE BALUSTER, and the BARNIEST BANISTER [+ATEBRINS]
(which a JINGOIST had been JOISTING with an OPENABLE BEANPOLE) was found to be
FLAWIEST (i.e. not in a FLATWISE orientation) and would not hold when the ADHEREND
HARDENED. A TERPENIC PRENTICE used several FUMAROLE FORMULAE for DILUTION
of TOLUIDIN and mixed one TENSIBLE STILBENE after another with IONOMERS until
MOONRISE. Given the EERINESS of ESERINES, he had tried to INSULATE their ALUNITES
from the CHOOSIER ISOCHORE and SANITATE their ASTATINE [+TANAISTE], but his
CATECHIN was ATECHNIC, his OLIGOMER GLOOMIER and his CYANAMID ADYNAMIC, all
of which was ASCRIBED to faulty CARBIDES. Meanwhile, to MAINTAIN their AMANITIN and not
INFRINGE on the REFINING [+ENFIRING] process, the other workers tried SILICONE from
ISOCLINE, ACETONES from an old NOTECASE and various other UNSTABLE ABLUENTS to
clean the SNAGLIKE LINKAGES, each in its own GEARCASE spread over many ACREAGES.
Finally, they gave up on the boat, did a DOWNLOAD in the WOODLAND and had RIVETERS
RESTRIVE [+REVERIST +RIVERETS] to INTERLAP a TRIPLANE [+TRAPLINE] with a
SPELAEAN SEAPLANE so that its SPAWNING WINGSPAN could adjust for any ALTITUDE or
LATITUDE.
Would this, one of the GRANDEST DRAGNETS of all time, ever reach him? The HARMONIC
OMNIARCH [+CHOIRMAN] could not wait in an ENTOILED DELETION (which IMPERILS as
one grows LIMPSIER); so after finding some ANCHUSIN (a strong dye which UNCHAINS after it
UNSTATES TAUTNESS), he got the help of a SCHLIERE CHISELER, a CORPSMAN using
CRAMPONS, and a STAMINAL TALISMAN (one of his CHIEFEST FETICHES is that he
LIBRATES BLASTIER [+TABLIERS] explosions), and hatched a plan to escape from one of the
seemingly EXITLESS SEXTILES of the LISTABLE BASTILLE, cunningly using TOEHOLDS in a
TOOLSHED which was LINKABLE to the BALKLINE overground. Unfortunately, rock water

CLABBERS, so they had to SCRABBLE with an UPTHRUST of THRUPUTS they could use as
CRUSTOSE SCOUTERS, carefully PRESSING the SPRINGES [+SPERSING] so as not to be
INTERRED in a TRENDIER manner. UNLOOSED, the last NODULOSE layer of MUDSTONE
DEMOUNTS fairly easily, but they felt like SILTIEST ELITISTS and FARCEURS as they each became
a SURFACER in turn through the PRICIEST PICRITES in the top of this APPARENT TRAPPEAN
prison. Each DEPARTEE REPEATED [+EPATERED] his vow to abolish the PREMORSE of evil
EMPERORS.
It was then that our hero noticed an OVERIDLE EVILDOER nearby using a LITTORAL TORTILLA
as bait in AMASSING SIAMANGS – SIZEABLE but SEIZABLE and BEFLEAED but FEEDABLE,
and who bared their GHETTOED DOGTEETH as they UNLOADED their DUODENAL remains,
despite their MUTENESS and TENESMUS. On this particular day, INTENSER INTERNES with
their PLASMOID DIPLOMAS had SAFARIED in order to FARADISE and, while waiting for a
SHIPLOAD of HAPLOIDS, were busy ABLATING a BANGTAIL. He GRIMACED when given a
DECIGRAM of a CRATONIC NARCOTIC as a SEDATIVE (this DEVIATES from a TETANOID
ANTIDOTE), a CEREBRUM CUMBERER which caused a state of ASTONIED SEDATION. What
he needed was to have his CURLIEST UTRICLES SIPHONED around his SPHENOID
[+DIPHONES], and SECONDLY have his CONDYLES removed to help RECOUPLE the
OPERCULE. Instead the medics, in a CAPTIOUS and AUTOPSIC fashion, decided to DIAGNOSE
this AGONISED critter as a MIGRAINE IMAGINER and an ASSIGNEE of AGENESIS
[+AGENISES] with a RESINOUS NEUROSIS, “an HISTORIC case of ORCHITIS” and they laid
him on TEACARTS and started to CASTRATE! Using an OSTIOLAR ISOLATOR to INNOVATE a
new VENATION, they INTERCUT with TINCTURE through his SCLEROUS CLOSURES and
along the GONADIAL DIAGONAL. Along with the BEADIEST DIABETES ever, this procedure
alone ENTIRELY caused LIENTERY and ADENITIS of the DAINTIES, and was met with
TANGIBLE BLEATING [+BELATING] and angry ROARINGS from a nearby GARRISON.
Having become ANTIBOSS while being held in the BASTIONS, the HARMONIC OMNIARCH
[+CHOIRMAN] LOITERED by a DOLERITE, and then having disguised himself as RUBEOLAR
LABOURER, TREATING the GNATTIER [+ARETTING] skin, as well as the SICKLIED and
DISCLIKE SCIURINE INCISURE of this poor beast by ridding the ASHINESS of his old
HESSIANS and using a new CLOTHIER type of CHLORITE (of various WHEATENS) to
ENSWATHE him. To keep his patient UNGALLED at the swollen GLANDULE on his TESTICLE,
he distracted him with a TELESTIC (such TRISEMES will often gently MISSTEER [+MEISTERS]).
Then, at the right moment, our hero snuck a RANSOMED horse out from under the MADRONES
[+ROADSMEN] and guided him to the much more PLEASANT PLATANES, into a LOCALITY
where he could mate COITALLY with the others. Once having done this good deed, he felt he had truly
gone from being an ENFRAMED to being a FREEDMAN. Given the RAINIEST INERTIAS, he took
many VITAMINS (saved from earlier NATIVISM), but it was still tough not to OUTWEARY on the
ROUTEWAY and TERMINAL TRAMLINE on the long journey home.
The HARMONIC OMNIARCH [+CHOIRMAN] BLEARILY but RELIABLY [+BERYLLIA]
STURDIED himself in the RUDDIEST fashion PREPARED to be DAPPERER – but alas, what the
ex-ruler came home to was not much better than his exile. The walls of his DEACONRY had become
CRAYONED with obscenities, MISHEARD and etched onto the SEMIHARD walls in APLASTIC
CAPITALS and MENSURAL NUMERALS by RIFTLESS STIFLERS who MISWROTE the
WORMIEST ideas, MISSPELT even the SIMPLEST words and added the SARKIEST ASTERISK he
had ever seen – and all in SANSERIF of little FAIRNESS [+SERAFINS]. It was then that he noticed
the PEERLESS SLEEPERS [+SPEELERS] in the crowded pews, such as the poorly TAILORED
IDOLATER, snoring while his UNDERAGE girlfriend tried fixing his DUNGAREE [+RENAGUED
+UNAGREED +UNGEARED] (SPINDLED in a SPLENDID manner, given the PILELESS

ELLIPSES of her FAULTIER FILATURE) and PATCHING his NIGHTCAP. But these BEDTIMES
were BEMISTED by SPORADIC PICADORS, who drank MUSCATEL and toked CALUMETS filled
with SMOKABLE ABELMOSK. Though STINGIER IGNITERS [+GIRNIEST +REISTING
+RESITING +STRIGINE], they had ruined the NICENESS of the INCENSES.
Turning to the vestry, the angry ex-leader was aghast to see his LEVIRATE RELATIVE, the
ORGANIST, ROASTING a GULLIBLE BLUEGILL, an UPCOILED CLUPEOID and a
TORTOISE with the ROOTIEST herbs (which he was having his SERVITOR OVERSTIR). This
OVERRUDE DEVOURER, after using his OILSTONE in the LOONIEST way, sliced OXHEARTS,
THORAXES and a SANDWORM just like a SWORDMAN, jabbed a STRAYING STINGRAY with a
STEPLIKE SPIKELET, RAGINGLY caught a GRAYLING with his TIRELESS LEISTERS
[+RITELESS] and sized up a FLUSHING LUNGFISH, UPSTREAM TEMPURAS and CAPELANS
on a SCALEPAN, as SEAWEEDS SEESAWED in his CRUNODAL CAULDRON. His hot oily
spices, the SAUCIEST in his SUITCASE, were enough to combat the ARIDNESS of the SARDINES
and to SATURATE the TUATERAS.
“All these have been IMMERSED and SIMMERED with ESPECIAL CALIPEES and just a
SMIDGEON of MENDIGOS, and are now crispy SAUTEING in UNITAGES. I’m sure you are a
CONSUMER of MUCRONES, so I will GLADLIER serve you these on a GRILLADE, with a few
PIMENTOS each quill to show my NEPOTISM [+EMPTIONS].” He winked his WEASELLY
WALLEYES, revealing the ACHROMAT on his TRACHOMA, and continued: “And I’m no
BLUESMAN about leaving out the ALBUMENS, nor am I a RARERIPE REPAIRER or SORBOSES
OBSESSOR; never mind the COATLESS LACTOSES [+ALECOSTS +SCATOLES], the extreme
RIPENESS of the EREPSINS, the LACINESS of the SANICLES, the FOULNESS of the
SULFONES, the SPOILING of the PIGNOLIS, the ATROPISM of the PASTROMI, or even the fact
that I OVERSALT LEVATORS – the EROTICAL LORICATE and SERRANID will act as
DRAINERS (ERODIBLE when REBOILED, you will see). I will add some APRICOTS I got from my
PISCATOR [+PATRICOS], combine it all into a ESCALLOP souffle and COLLAPSE it with the
LARDIEST DILATERS [+REDTAILS] you ever saw into a SPECTRUM of CRUMPETS
[+CRUMPEST] – they will be delicious DESSERTS,” he STRESSED [+DESTRESS]. “Most certainly a
URANYLIC and CULINARY delight – the JUICIEST a JESUITIC cook could ever make.”
Clutching his stomach, his DISTASTE the STAIDEST it had ever been, the stunned ex-ruler choked
back his CITREOUS OUTCRIES. He reeled from the vestry and gaped in horror as VESTURAL
VAULTERS CHEERLED LECHERED and SPERMOUS SUPREMOS, who encouraged VIRGINAL
RIVALING with their UNCHASTE NAUTCHES and SECRETIN ENTICERS [+CENTRIES
+ENTICERS +SCIENTER] and BREACHED the ethics of a BERDACHE. Due to an OVERLATE
ELEVATOR, a POSTURAL PULSATOR was BOOSTING a BONGOIST, a SITARIST SATIRIST
and a CITHARAS ARCHAIST (the MOLDIEST MELODIST [+MODELIST] of all time) onto the
balcony. A nearby SQUATTER suggested QUARTETS from his BLOTTIER LIBRETTO and soon
they all joined the OVERTURE of a TROUVERE (who had never been able to MONETISE even a
SEMITONE), and TABOURED with OBDURATE rhythm in NECROTIC CONCERTI, with
ARISTATE ARIETTAS shrilly sung by a CANONESS whose SONANCES and SNOTTIER
TRITONES [+TENORIST] still violently RESONATE on every EARSTONE. Near the altar, a
NEBULOSE BLUENOSE (who wore a SEPTICAL TIECLASP [+PLICATES]) – a MILEPOST for
any POLEMIST) and his COMPADRE COMPARED notes with the BREASTED DEBATERS
[+BETREADS] – an odd bunch, including a SISTERLY STYLISER who MONISHES HOMINESS, a
SENORITA with her NOTARIES [+ANOESTRI +ARSONITE +NOTARISE +ROSINATE], a
CANEPHOR with her CHAPERON [+CARPHONE], a LICKSPIT with too much LIPSTICK and an
ORIENTAL RELATION [+TAILERON] of hers (an even STUPIDER DISPUTER who still spends
her time GUESSING which SNUGGIES to put on and NITPICKS over which STICKPIN to wear).

They all agreed on one thing – that they were REPULSED by the PRELUDES of CHATTIER and
THEATRIC warmup LITANIES recited by an ALIENIST [+LATINISE], who had given his
CHATCHKE to a HATCHECK SUBCLERK, put on his BUCKLERS and BACKREST BRACKETS
in the pulpit and enshrouded himself in SAMPHIRE and SERAPHIM. This man, the SPACIEST
ESCAPIST [+ASEPTICS] ever, had been UNMITRED in a RUDIMENT way – the proclamation of
the archbishop had stated: “To anyone who SOLICITS this SCIOLIST: We must be an ENFORCER of
this CONFRERE [+RECONFER +RENFORCE], who demands reimbursement for even the
CREPIEST of his RECEIPTS. There is no UNSONSIE NONISSUE to SIDESTEP here – each us
DESPITES him for his claim to be the leader of the CRUSADED ADDUCERS. Surely this
EVOCATOR in an OVERCOAT REALIZES all his talks are SLEAZIER; he BELABORS a
SORBABLE subject (this leads to ASSAYING GAINSAYS of ETATISMS he cannot help but
MISSTATE [+MASTIEST]), and he CLIMAXES and EXCLAIMS to all within EARSHOTS in the
HOARSEST [+ASTHORES +HAROSETS] manner ever witnessed by this office.” Nevertheless, no
THRENODE could DETHRONE him; he held his own GLIBNESS a BLESSING and even his
TECHIEST mannerisms as ESTHETIC. Quoting an AMBIVERT VERBATIM, and using no
PRETTIER a PRETERIT, our hero began his impassioned speech to the SERMONIC INCOMERS
[+CREMOSIN].
“The domination of the RAPPAREE must cease to REAPPEAR [+APPEARER]! The existence of the
HASTIEST ATHEISTS [+STAITHES] and other SHARPIES in the PARISHES DEPLETES the
STEEPLED buildings, RARIFIES the FRIARIES and PREDICTS the burning of SCRIPTED books.
The CURTNESS ENCRUSTS in their faces, which are OUTDRAWN and UNTOWARD – I have seen
them wear their TALEYSIM STEAMILY [+LAYTIMES] and their PEPLOSES in a most POPELESS
manner, as well as using THIONYLS TONISHLY and their SULFINYL SINFULLY. COARSELY our
CALOYERS complained in LONESOME voices, and have begun to imbibe OENOMELS. They are
no longer EXPOSERS of EXPRESSO, the POLITEST of PLOTTIES [+PISTOLET] – I even saw a
few MISTRAIN with MARTINIS and STRUGGLE with GURGLETS, which leaves them with only
the bare BONINESS of their BENISONS. And then there’s the MONEYBAG BOGEYMAN and the
SMARAGDE DAMAGERS [+MEGARADS], who have PROFITED from every PIEDFORT and
who always PRESSURE PERUSERS for money, even SMARTING MIGRANTS to get their
SLUDGIER GUILDERS and TENESMIC CENTIMES to add to their host of MILLAGES amassed
outside of LEGALISM [+MEGILLAS] – these TEARLESS STEALERS [+RESLATES +TESSERAL]
have even dared to take the BIOCLEAN COINABLE DRACHMAI from the CHADARIM! Doubtless
they will OUTSPEND the UNPOSTED SQUIREEN, who ENQUIRES [+INQUERES], but is never
brought up to date on the TANGIEST ESTATING or the EMISSION of SIMONIES [+SIMONISE],
which EMPIRICS always MISPRICE. I intend to DISPROVE that this unwelcome element
PROVIDES DEMESNES for any of the SEEDSMEN or TILLAGES for any LEGALIST
[+GALLIEST + STILLAGE]. In fact, they have EXPULSED a number of DUPLEXES, with the
excuse they had to LEGALISE the GALILEES. And there is no COSINESS in CESSIONS to their
VENALITY, which is shown NATIVELY by these SNOOPERS, no matter how much POORNESS
[+SPOONERS] can be proved. They have even been stripping unsuspecting WEIRDOES of their
DOWERIES and INSUREDS of their SUNDRIES, as well as ENDITING many of the INDIGENT
[+TEINDING] – this only further FLUSTERS the TURFLESS and CURELESS RECLUSES who,
REFUSING to return GUNFIRES, long ago saw the PASTERNS robbed of their RAPTNESS, causing
the current state of EQUINITY INEQUITY.”
Thus his sermon MISBEGUN, and several BEMUSING [+EMBUSING] AUDIENTS SINUATED in
and out of the church, while there began the UNIQUEST UNQUIETS ever seen. MENSCHES moved
CHESSMEN about and played PINOCHLE with PHENOLIC cards. A CHANCIER CHICANER
stopped by to mock the orator, and became an ACHIEVER of CHIVAREE by putting on a

BRATTIER BIRRETTA and performing his EUPHORIC, POUCHIER and SNOUTIER ROUTINES
[+NITREOUS]. He then showed the ICKINESS of his KINESICS by miming an ALIGHTED
GILTHEAD who could OUTSLEEP EELPOUTS [+SLEEPOUT]. SPORTIER PIERROTS,
ONCOMING in a GNOMONIC manner, caught on and called TIMEOUTS to act like a TITMOUSE,
and like HORNIEST ORNITHES TRAILING a RINGTAIL [+TRIALING] and LASSOING a
GLOSSINA. This IMPELLED another to mimic a MILLEPED (the guy that usually BETOKENS a
STEENBOK). They copied the WORKLOAD of the WOODLARK, the BROKAGES of the
GROSBEAK, the ONERIEST SEROTINE they could manage, FELINITY (FINITELY), and the
PAINLESS gallop of SPANIELS chasing a LARBOARD LABRADOR. But none of them could
OUTDANCE the UNCOATED HUMORIST, who brought THORIUMS and METHANOL from a
HOTELMAN on a PALMETTE TEMPLATE. He dramatically POETISED about EPIDOTES, did an
APHORISM or two on MORPHIAS and the FELONIES of using OLEFINES, and got CHATTERY
and TRACHYTE and the ESTHESIS of HESSITES, all the while doing clever PARODIES on
DIASPORE about the SOLITUDE of using TOLUIDES.
But this MOTLEYER assortment could not REMOTELY compete with the chaos to follow.
TIGERISH RIGHTIES and other SECEDERS RECESSED, called off the PRENAMES of
SPEARMEN and RESOUGHT the ROUGHEST, SEEPIEST EPEEISTS – HEATHENS who, while
no longer having swords to ENSHEATH, did manage to gather a great STEPDAME STAMPEDE. All
this was done to prevent the TRAMLESS LAMSTERS from committing VATICIDE on a CAVITIED
[+VICIATED] TEOCALLI LOCALITE, an EDENTATE ATTENDEE (and one of the VEINIEST
INVITEES) of the sermon. There was MARGINAL ALARMING as CUFFLESS SCUFFLES ensued,
so to BEMADDEN the BEDAMNED, these GRUNTERS were RESTRUNG up by a STORMIER
MORTISER at the altar. The FIENDISH task was FINISHED using ASSORTED TORSADES and
the SCALIEST ELASTICS [+SALICETS] available. Hoping to DISPLODE his LOPSIDED
CARBINES with a mighty BRISANCE, an INFLAMER of a RIFLEMAN took aim.
As PLEADERS RELAPSED [+PEDALERS +REPLEADS] and a WELLDOER got ROWELLED in
SHIFTING the INFIGHTS, the teeth of the HARMONIC OMNIARCH [+CHOIRMAN] were
GNASHING at these HANGINGS – he could allow these HARDCASE CHARADES to go on no
longer. Though now only recognized as a NATIVIST VISITANT, he was determined that
NONESUCH UNCHOSEN would succeed with so BIOCIDAL and DIABOLIC a plot. Such a
BETRAYAL would RATEABLY need a RATIONAL and NOTARIAL action of CANDIDER
RIDDANCE in order for him to regain his power. Using a FLATIRON INFLATOR (which had been
REDRYING in his GRINDERY), he made TUNGSTIC CUTTINGS with which to hack loose the
CHESTIER HERETICS and end this CITATORY ATROCITY, much to the joy and SURPRISE of
the silent UPRISERS [+SPURRIES] (who were, at heart, CORDLESS SCOLDERS). The BURRIEST
BRUITERS [+BURSTIER] managed to print this story that they had OUTHEARD and then
AUTHORED by DECOYING the GYNECOID SPURNERS of the PRESSRUN.
Having long felt MALIGNED, the MEDALING which the STUMPIER IMPUTERS [+IMPUREST]
soon REMAILED to our hero was quite REMEDIAL, proclaiming him to be the EINSTEIN of the
NINETIES. A SHRIEVAL LAVISHER rounded up EXORCIST EXCITORS and several
REALTORS to help with the RESTORAL [+RELATORS] of the cathedral, and many a COPARENT
raised with PORTANCE could be found saying and RESAYING: “SYNERGIA is once again
abound!”. They could not help but have the MOONIEST EMOTIONS and SALIVATE as the
AESTIVAL day arrived – TALLYMEN MENTALLY ALLOTTED and TOTALLED the days! To
SUFFLATE the FEASTFUL feeling, an ACTUATOR AUTOCRAT bequeathed a number of
DEMERSAL EMERALDS to the HARMONIC OMNIARCH [+CHOIRMAN] as a REQUITAL, as
well as adding another whole QUARTILE to his kingdom. Only the HAPPIEST EPITAPHS

[+PEATSHIP] have since been written, and ELEGIACS of these LEGACIES are still sung in every
corner of the land.

